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The radar c!:'oss ~ection (RCS) of various geometries with 
surface resistivi t y is synthesized using a physical op t ics 
approxima t ion. Using the ReS , a set of equations 
developed for reconslruct i ng the resis t ivity ac:ross the 
The :recQnst:rcct ed :res i s t ivity is then compa:red with 
'::.he o!:' i ginal resist.ivity a nd the RCS :recalcul ated using the 
sY!1thesized resistivity t o validate t he acc u racy of the 
syn t hesis procedur(;! . 
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During the middle 1950 's, the i dea of making platforms 
unobservable or less observab l e to radar was initiated by Eil l 
Bahret of \','right Air Development Center. [Ref . 1 ] The i nit ial 
mo t ivation for luw-ob.servdbility came from the need t o 
increase screenlng prov::ded by jammer . [Ref. 1 J 
Subsequently, d gred t deal of re search in th e area of radar 
cross section (RCS) began. 
There are four common methods for reduciny the RCS of a 
given platform. They are [Ref . 2J: 
shaping, 
2. sur face ma t erial selection, 
3. active cancellation, and 
4. passive cdoce .l latioo. 
Shaping to reduce ReS requires reducing t he surface area that 
is perpendicular to the radar source. Surface material 
selection requires t he addition of l ossy materii'. l s to the 
surface of the t arget. Active cancellation is a method of 
reproducing the signal 180· out of phase from the radar. 
Passive cancellation i s t he ilddition of a secondary scatterer 
to cance l the ref l ected field from the primary targe t . 
I n this thesis, il sY:1thesis method that can be used for 
surface material selection is addressed. That is, given the 
::lono1; tatic Res of a platform, a set of equations are presented 
""h lch can be used tu chuose the required material. Select inq 
a surface materia l that reduces the ReS of a platform requires 
the use of a radar absorbing milteri il l (RA."1). Other types of 
materials used in the reduction of Res include resistiv0 and 
conductive t'ilms, describec in terms of ohms per square (0/0) 
or mhos per square (U/O), respectively. 
Metal surfaces such as those used for aircraft and ships 
closely approxirr.ate a perfect electric conductor (PEe). The 
addition of RAt--: to d. surface causes it to have an inductive or 
capaci tive surface impedance rather than that of 
-I:'.pedil.nce surfaces can absorb radar frequency (RF) energy 
thereby causing a reduction in the scattered energy. 
A.'1 impedance surface supports both equivalent magnetic 
and electric currents. EO'. .. ever, there are two special cases 
of impedance surfaces that only support either equivalent 
lr.il.gnetic or electric currents: a resistive surface does not 
support equivale:1L magnetic currents, and a conductive sheet 
docs not support electric curre:1ts. The resistive surface is 
the focus of this thesis, because its usc greil.tly simplifies 
the equations used in the synthesis procedure. 
A synthesio procedure can be developed based or. the 
desired RCS for a particular Larget. The s'Jrface is separated 
into tria:1gular subsections, or patches. The surface 
impedance acroos each SUbsection is assumed to be constant but 
can vary [rom patch to patch. A matrix equation is derived 
conoisting of a vector of the known scattered field, a target 
surface scattering matrix, and a sur [ace iI:'.pedance vector. By 
solving the matrix equation, the impedance vector is obtained 
and the material properties of the surface be 
determined. 
1:1 Chapter II, the theoretical bil.ckg.:::-ound required La 
evaluil.te the 'ReS of cl ou.:::-face is presentee.. Su~fclce 
impedanceo, reflection and transmission coefficier.ts anc the 
physical o ptics approximation are examin~d . 
I n Chapter TIl, the synthesis procedure is developed . 
Th e procedure i s app lied to d oub l y curved surface.'; such as 
.';pheres or portions of spheres. 
I n Chapt e r I V, the re.';ul t s of t he synthesis procedure are 
Compared to the e xa c t solu tion . Finally, in Chapter V, an 
analysi.'; of the results is given as well as r.ecommenda t ions 
f or f uture wor k in this area . 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
Ie th-is chil.pley , tt:e basic equations of electromagnec:ic 
~catt_ cring are presented. 
A. RCS FHOM THE SCATTERED FlELD 
The ReS of a target can be de t ermined once its scattered 
field is kno .. m [Ref. 3] 
(2 . 1) 
The scattered fiel d arises from the currents induced by th e 
p l ane wave C!1 t oe target surface. The scattered elect:::ic 
f i e ld far from t he t arget. is given in terms of the electric 
(J) and equ iva l ent mageetic {M ) c urre nts by [Ref . 4 1 
(2 . 2) 




In equations (2.2) through (2 . 7) k is the wave number (2nli\, 
i\ being the wavelength] . The geometry is shown in ~~igure 1 
below. The angles 8 and <jl ar e the standard spherical angles. 
For t he remainder of t his thesis, only resistive sheets are 
ds ' 
Figure 1. Coordinate system 
R. SURFACE ThlPEDANCES 
Traditiona l ly, most aircraft and shiDs were made of 
materials wh i ch a::-e considered to be IJerfec t conducto!:'s . 
Conducting ta~gets general ly have a high ReS relat ,i ve to those 
of other rr,atcrials. In RCS reduct i on (RCSR), the ::;e l ection of 
materials for a t ar-get can reduce the scattered field. One 
me t hod is to coat a perfect l y cO!1ducting tar-get with RAM . 
This yields a heavy large t and is not an effec::ive way to 
~educe RCS . Mothe.:: apIJroach i:; to u:;e composi te ma t eridls 
wi th some loss int.::oduced . The :atte.:: app~oach is more 
efficier.t, since composites arc frequently used in the 
manufacture of a i rcraft and ships . Composites can be 
cha~acterized by their complex index of refraction, n" which 
j:; relat ed to the permittivi ty and permeabi lity of lhe 
mater i al 
(2.8) 
where E. is t he permit t ivity of t:'le material and fl . is lhe 
permeabili ty of the materia l . The permittivity and 
permeability usually comp l ex number:; and it is t he 
imagInary parts which cO!1tribute to losses. [kef . 2 J Thin 
layers of lossy rr,a t erial can be appl.ied to a dielectric to 
cause the surface to be resistive and, no magnetic currents 
will flow on t he surface . 
::: t he target consists of composite malerials then there 
is some pe!1etra t ion of the field i!1to t lce larget . The 
integrals i n equa t ions (2.4) and (2 . 5) become volume integ~als 
because the curren t s exi st be l ow tf'.e s u rface. This is vc~y 
inconvenien t computationally, and the problem can be avoided 
using the surface impedance approximation, also known as the 
Leont.ovich boundary condition 
(2 . 9) 
E"" and II..n are the total tangent.ial fields on the O"..lter 
sllrface of the targe t and 11 . is its surface impedance in ohms 
(11.",0 if t he surface is a PEe). [Ref. 3] Thus the original 
target surface can be replaced by a surface wi th impedance 11 . 
and the same scat t ered fields result. No t e t hat 11 . depends on 
the location on the surface and t he incidence direction . 
Using equa t ion (2 . 9), a set of vector equations can be 
derived 
_ _ M 
H-ft ( ft • H)"---.!. 
". 
For a resistive surfac,", this simplifies to 
ft x (ft x H)-O, 





c. REFLECnON AND TRANSl\HSSION COEYFlC[ENTS 
Th e reflection coef fi cients quantify t he LlIEQUnt of 
ref lection and transmission o f an c : ecl romagneti c wave tha l 
occurs at a!1 intel-face between two different impedances . For 
a PSC, the incident wave is totally ref:ected , yielding a 
reflection coefficient of -1. The reflection rP } , 
al.:s orpt ion ( A ) , and transmis s ion (T) coeffi c ients must obey t h e 
c onservat ion of e!1ergy as shown below [Ref. 2]: 
For a lossless materia l , A",O . 
The lransmis sio!l Lind reflection coe ff icients ar-e easily 
der ived with the assumpti on tha t th e surface is loca l ly f l a t. 
Two p rinc i p le pol arizations must be considered: l} transverse 
maqne ti c to the z axis (TM) and 2) transverse electric to the 
z a xis ( T E). Al. arbitrary polarized wave can be handled as a 
co::\bination of t he t wo p rincipa 1 po l arizations. 
1. TM Polarization 
For Tl:1 po l ariza t i on, th e i nciden t wave is 
(2.15) 
where k; is t he incident wave vector. For a 'I'M po lar~zed 
i!1cic.ient wave, L'1e reflection coeffic i ent for a r e sistive fi1m 
is [Rd. 5] 
12.16) 
where B; is the angle of incidence with respect to t he z axis . 
If no absorption occurs , as is the case with an inf initely 
th in sheet, the transmission coefficient is 
2R 
T TM- 2R. +11.:0sei . 
(2.D) 
The scattered field then becomes 
(2 . 18) 
where k is the wave vector in the direction of observation . 
2. TE Polarization 
For TE polarization, the incident wave is 
(2.19) 
For a TE polarized incident wave, the reflection coefficient 
is [Ref. 5J 
12.20) 
with no ab:;;orption, the transmission coefficient is given by 
10 
(2.21) 
and the scattered field beco:nes 
(2.22) 
D. PHYS ICAL OPTICS APPROXll"1ATlO~ 
The field incident on an illuminated object causes 
currents to flew on i t s sur!'ace. To solve exactly for the 
scattered electric field, these currents must be kncwn . I t is 
a lengthy and complicClted ?rocess to solve for the currer. ts . 
However, the incident field and t he boundary conditiens are 
known. Therefore an approx imaLicm can be made using the kr.own 
i ncident field. The standard physicCl l opt ics Clpproximation is 
given by [Ref . 3); 
(2 . 23) 
Equation (2.23) holds tor t he r:;ertion e f t he object which 
is illuminClted . Physica i optics approximation C1SSU::les t he 
current a l ong the s',jrface crops to zero on areas of Lhe obj ec t 
which are shac.ed fro m the illuminated field. In actuality , 
currents do not drop a!:Jruptly t o zero. Tio.e currents s l owly 
decay t o' .... ards zero, but for electrically large bodies the 
error is negligible. 
II 
The physical optics approximation does not account: for 
waves traveli!1g along the surface of the obj ect. TI'.erefore, 
there is a decrease in Res as the incident angle moves towa rds 
surface grazing and the sidelobes of the ReS pattern are lower 
than the actual values. The specular lobe level of the ReS 
pattern for flat or gently curved surfaces is generally within 
a few percent of the actual value. 
12 
lll. l'·ORM ULATION AND SOLUTION 
The analysis of scattering from an arbilrary f inite 
dcubly curved surface requires the usc of trian gular 
subsect'..ons . The physical optics approx imalion and boundary 
condi t ions a.::e used t o ob t ain the synth esis equations . The 
syn thesis equa t ions are then verified by compa~ing with 
calculated fields . The geome t ries considered f or this 
calculation are a flat disk and a spherical cap. The 
geome t rj es a!."" e shown in E"igur e s 2 and 3 . 
The incident wave is assumed to be a plana.:: wave .... · i t h 
arbit,ary polarization . Bo t h TM and TE comfJonents exist . The 
inciden t f ield is given by 
- jki,r - jk(uinO ;CO S4> i +ysin0 iS inq,i +zcosO i) . (3 . 2) 
Two cases are considered for the forrr.ula t io:1 a n d 
solu t ion : bis t a t ic and monosta t ic . Bista t ic is th e most 
general case. The transmi t and recei.ve a n lenna for the radar 
are not l ocated at the same position . Monos t atic i s t he case 











0.5 - 0.5 Y 
Figure 3 Spherical cap with its base in the x-y plane 
IS 
0.5 
For each case, a flat disk is considered firs':. The disk 
is a flat surface with a curved perimeter that requires t he 
use of t riangular subsli:clions to model. Next, the more 
complex shape of a doubly curved surface is solved . The 
solution for a doubly curved surface is more corr.p lcx because 
a transformation of coordinates is required for each 
triangular subsection. This transformation give s the surface 
normal in the transformed z axis direction. Also, for the 
doubly c urved surface, the incident wave polarization in the 
individual triangle coordinate syslems is usually not pure TM 
or TE , even if the polarizalion is purely TM or TE in the 
global coordinate system. 
A. BIST A TIC CASE 
1. Flat Disk 
For a flat disk in the x-y plane, the normal is always in 
the z axis di::-ection. Therefore, the bour.dary condi tion from 
equation 12 .9) can be written as: 
(3.3) 
where the e l ectric field in the above equation is given by 
(3.4) 
The triple products in equation (3.3) becomes 
16 
,. x (1 x E). [( -tcaseisin4>i+ycaseicas4>i}T TME~i + 
(-icoseisin4>i- ycas4>icose,)T TEE:le ·jri . 
By subst itu t ing TTM and TTf from equatio!1s 
(3.5) 
(2.25) and (2.29) 
into (~.5) and dividing by -R" equation (3.3 ) can be solved 
for the c urrent along the surface 
j ,,[ 2( -xco,eicos4>i+yco~Oisin4>i) Eei+ 
, 2R,+T]"coSe i 
2( -isin4>icosOi- ycoseisin4>i) E;]e -ii" . 
2R,cosO;+11 0 
(3.6) 
The two principal po l arizations ar e considered separately. 
field is 
TM Poli,rization 
For 'I'M polarization, t he <p component o f t he i ncident 
There f ore, 1. in eq'.latior, (3.6) simplif':'es t o: 
j = 2( -icosOicas4>i+ycosO,sin4>i) Eo'e -jtr' 
• 2R,+l1ocOSO, 
(3.7) 
For use in equation (7..4), equation (3.7) is separated i nto x 




Equation ~2 4) simplifies to : 
N o· II (2cos6jcos4>,cos6cos4> Eo' + 
• 2R. +'1 "cost6; 
2cosflism4>icos6sm4> Eo~c:jbIOO<'e ·,;t r1dx 'dy' . 
2R, +'1 "cos61 
(3 .10 ) 
Portions of equat i on (3 . 10) are not dependant on s ur fac e 
location and can be removed from the i nt egral. Equation 
(3 . 10) the:l reduc e s to 
No - 2Eo1cosflicosflcos( 4>; +4» 
x If e -ii:;·'eikr'<o, . dx'dy' . 
r2R,+T\.cosfl i 
(3 . 11) 
The po~tio:l of equation (3 .1 1) inside of the integral can be 
d enoted as I for simplicity 
(3 .12) 
The r esistivi ty of the material is restricted to be 
cO:lstanL on each triangle, but can be a can be a function of 
location on the s ur f ace of the objecl . Therefore, it mus t 
rer.-,ain with in t he integral. Thus the resistivity function can 
be defined as a Qeries 0: pulses with unknown coeff i cients 
18 
(3.13) 
where c is t he triangle number and N is the t o : al number of 
triang l es on the s u r face of the object. The coefficients f, 
arc the unknown expansion coefficients and f, are the s teF 
functions 
t' x"Y"S, fo 
, ,otherwise 
where So is the area of t!:'iangle c. 
{3 .l 3) into (3 .121 give:; 
I-ff, :" "'0''''- ' dx'dy'. 
2~r,f,+1]oeOSOi 
Subs t itut i ng equation 
(3 . 15) 
Brcd kir.g the integral into a S',lm o f integrals over the 
i nd i v i d ual t r iang l es gives 
(3 . 1 6) 
19 
'!he COlI terrr. of the sum is 
f f , 'J',.",>",.", "y' 
Ic - s, 2rc +'1ocos{lj . 13.1"1) 
The deno:oinator of equation (3 17 ) can be defined as 
I (3 18) 
a, ~ 2r. +ll.COSej . 
The integrals over the individua~ triangles can be reduced to 
closed form as descr.ibed by More-ira and Prata. [Ref. 6] I n 
general, 
(3.19) 







where A.;. is the ,:mplitude va~Ge of the integrand of 
the vertex of '::riangle c, and kB,,; '--S its pha5e. The 
quant'ties are defined .'-n Figur .. 4. The primo:>d coord'nalcs 
are the local Carles ian cuurdlna:..es wllh z" normal to the 
patch. 
Yl - Ao,l 
B,~,, __ ~,~, ________ ~,~, __ ~ 
Figure 4. Integration cdl gtlometry. 
Equa,::.ion (3.19) has singularities '.-Ihieh can he removed oy 
L:sing 'ray] or ser::'es expansionl;; for fOL:r special cases. 
21 
T =2S cjD't [i(D ,-D .W [-C G(n D)+ ejD.c O ) 
< • jDqll.'o n! 0', (n+l) 
In the above equations, nand m are the series 
(3.24 ) 
(3 . 25) 
(:L26) 
(3 . 27) 
tcrm~, Lt 
a small numbe!' that determines the region of applicability of 
t he series approxi&',ation , and G is a function of t he form: 
G(o.w)-J:, ',~'d, 13 .28) 
22 
For t he calcula t ions in this thesis, va l ues of Lt=.005 and 
m"'n"'2 were suffic i ent . 
Substitu t ion o f equations ( 3. 1 6) and (3 . 19) :"nto (310) 
yields 
N 
Na,"2E~COS6;COS6C08(,*,i -,*,)~ a} • . (3 . 29) 
equation (2. 2), t he expression for the co - po l arized 
scat t ered fie l d is 
(3.30) 
Finally, using I in p l ace 0:: the sum, t he co - polarized ReS is 
0aa'" (k:i Icos6;cos6cos(4);-4>)l 11 . (3.31 ) 
TO calcu l a t e t he cross - polarized scattered field, 
equation (2.5) is used and the same procedure empl oyed to 
obtain the co - po l arized ReS is fo1lc\oJed . Equation (2.5) 
reduces to 
(3.32) 
Equat i on {2 3) fo r t he scattered fie l d becones 
(3.33) 
23 
and the cross - polarized ReS is 
0 te'" (k:f Icos6,sin{4J-4» W {3.34) 
b. TE Polarization 
For TE polarization, the e component of the incident 
fi e l d is zero . Therefore, i, in equa tion (3 . C) s impli f i es to 
J • 2( -~Sin4>;COS6,-9COS6ISin4>i\tle ~,;k", . 
, 2R,cos6 i +" " 
(3.35) 
For use in equation {2.4), {3 35) is separated into x and y 
components. 
(3 . 36) 
(3 . 37) 
EquaUon (2.4) simplifies to 
24 
The equation for I correspond i ng to equa t i on (3 1 4) becomes 
IEff eJ).t'-. e-jl:'·'dxldy l (3 . 39) 
' 2R ,eosO,+ T] o ' 
Equation (3 . 19) for 1, r emains the same . However, the 
denominator is not the same and t herefore , a new variable b< 
is defined : 
(3 .4 0) 
The e quation for th e cross-polari zed scattered field becomes 
(3 .4 1) 
and the c r oss-polari zed ReS is 
(3 .1 2 ) 
The scattered field for the co - polarized d i rection is 
derived in a s i mi l ar manner yielding 
(3 . 113) 
25 
and 
0 . 44) 
Arhitrary Polarization 
The most general incident polarization is a 
combination of TM and TE components. The total !';catter:ed 
field in the 6 direction is 
( 3 . 45) 
or, 
(3.46) 
And the total scattered field in the q, direction is 
(3 47) 
(3 . 48) 
26 
Equati.ons (3 . 47) and (3 . 48) can now be put in to a mat rix form. 
(3.49) 
whe re 
(3 . 50) 
( 3 . 51 ) 
(3 . 52) 
(3 . 53) 
(3 . 54) 
27 
(3.55) 
The resistivity of each triangle is embedded in a, and b, via 
equations (3.5<1) and (3.55). 
2. Doubly Curved Surfaces 
For a doubly curved surface, the surface normal vector of 
each triang-.Jlar subsection can be different. The equations 
(3.19) thro-.Jgh (3 .27) sti ll hold if the local triangle 
coordinates are used. Therefore a transformaticn of the 
coordinates must be performed for each triangular facet on the 
surface from the global system (x,Y,z) to the local syslem 
(X",y·,z") as shown in Figure 5. The z" axis is in the same 
direction as the facet normal fl.. After the transfornation of 
coordinates, the scallering calculations are made for each 
triangle, the fields summed over all triangles, and then a 
transformation is made back to the original (global) 
coordinates. 
The incident field is first converted t o global Cartesian 
coordinates [Ref. 4] 
(3.56) 
28 




FIgure 5_ TransformatIOn ofclJordmates from a global (x,y,z) to a local (x",y",z") 
system for triangle c. 
Next, a rotation about the z axis is performed to give a new 
coordinate syslem (x',y',i). Then a rotation about the y' axis is 
done lo give the loca l- coordinate system of lriangle c (x",y",z") 
29 
The angle ('t, is the angl e of ro t ation about the z axis , and the 
angle ~~, is the angle of rotalion about the y' axis, where 
(3 . 58) 
and 
(3 . 59) 
The incident field is also transformed to t he local 
coordinate sys t em using t he same matrices as in equat ion 
(3 . 57) . Af t er all transformations are complete , equa t ions 
(3 . 45) through (3.55) are applied . Once the sca t tered field 
for each t riangle is calculated, it is transformed back t o the 
global coordi nate system and the fields from all triangles are 
summed vectorially. Equations (3 . 3l) , (3.34) , (3 . 42), ar.d 
(3.45) are then used t o calcula t e t he total ReS of the 
surface. 
R. MONOSTA TIC CASE 
For a monostatic radar , 4li=4l and ej",e and the scattered 
fields reduce to 




1:1 equations (3.60) and (3.61 ), I is still given by equations 
(3.15) ar-d (3.38). Recall that a, and b, are dependant on 6; 
and l ocal ion on the surfil.ce . In order to synthesize an 
equation for resjstivity, a, a:ld b, cannot be dependant on 5;. 
'I hi s i mplie s that the Sllrface composi t.ion mus t change for each 
incidence ang le (ie., an adaptive target). One approxima t ion 
that eljminate~ t he dependance on 6 i is to consi lier c056;=1. 
In this ca" e, 
a ~b =-I- (3.62) 
< • 21.+1'\. 
and equa tio:1s (3 60) and (3.61) reduce to 
C. SYNTHESIS EQUATlO['\S 
In applying the syn t hesis procedure, only the rnonostatic 
case is considered. The scatte!"eli field at various ang l es 
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knO\1n from equations {3.63] and (3.64]. For synthesis, the 
scattered fields in these equations aie known. The values fa.:: 
1 and subsequently ao (=bJ are to be deter!':'.ined. Faros has 
shown that in prov::'ding E tls and E¢s uniform sampling of the 
field in direction cosine space (DeS) leads to less nUlller::'cal 
errors than silmpling in tl and ¢. [Ref. 5] Therefore, it is 
more convenient to work in Des. Figure 6 shows the domO-in of 
DeS. The visible region is the a.:-ea within tr,e unit circle. 
u=sin8cos4> 
Figure 6. Direction cosine space 
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To generate fie l d vaLles for the left sides of equations 
(363) and (3.64), Des is divided into squares of area du by 
dv. There are Nu divisiuns alcng -th e u axis and Nv divisions 
along the v axis. The center of each square is the sample 
point for calculating the scattered field. This gives a to t al 
o f ~u by Nv samples of the scattered field. However, only the 
poi nts Ito'i t hin the visible region are valid for use in the 
synt:hesis equations. The number of points inside t he vi sible 
region is defined to be N. The ang l es 0 and 4> for use i n 
calculating the scattered fie l d are found fran 
(3.66) 
The unknowns in the synthesis prob lem are t he expansion 
c oefficieYl.:s , a.. There is one value of ~ for each triangular 
subsecti on. Let a be a vec t or of N clements representing N 
unknowns. I n order for the equation t:o be solved uniquely, N 
uYl.knowns requi re N equations and, therefore, the number of 
samples Qf the scattered field musl also DC X. r, matrix 
e q'Jation fo llol-'s from equations (3.15), (3.60), and (3.61): 
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(3 . 67) 
(3 . 68) 
where 
(3 . 69) 
(3 . 70) 
and c,n:l , 2 , ... , N . 
The X matri x is s q uare and can be inverted and u sed t o 
solve f or the a matrix 
(3 . 71) 
The n u sing equation (3.62), each e l ement in the a matrix is 
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'.lsed ::0 50.1 ve fer the resi sti vi ty ()ver fCil.c::h tri il.:'lq.l e, 
(j.72: 
Eqlidtion (:l.7')) ;epr-esc-lts the synthesis eqL:.ation for-




JV. COMl'UTERn1l'LEMENTATION AND DATA ANALYSIS 
This chapter discusses the compute r coding of the 
equations derived [rom Chapters II and III. The first 
sections cover the calculation of the ReS, while the second 
half addresses t he synthesis calculation . 
A. ReS FIWM THE SCA'JTERED FIELD 
Using equat ion (2.1) I the ReS can be calculated from a 
sca t lered field. rh e incident field is assumed TM polarized 
and the monostatic ReS is calculated for the scattered field 
obt ained using equations (3.60) and (3.61). A listing of the 
program POTEST is included i n the appendix . It should be 
noted that POTEST calls several subroutines which arc also 
included in the appendix . 
A 1).. x 1.\ flat PEe plate was used as the initial lest 
The patch mode l of the plale is shown in Figure 7 . In 
Figure 8 , the approximate (PO) resul t s are compared to the 
method of moments (exact) results . The specular lobe was 
within a few dB, bu t t he sidelobes are slightly la rger i n the 
exact results. This is due to the fact that the approxima t ion 
used in equation (3 . 3) neg l ects any traveling waves . 
The second lest was to place some resistivily on the 
s u rface of the plate. First, a constant resis t ivi ty of 377 
ohms was used. A comparison of t he PO and MOM results is seen 
in Figure 9 . No te that wi t h a resistance on the surface, the 









Figure 7. Flat plate in the x-y plane 
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Theta in Degrees 
Figurc R ReS of a PEe flat plat (TM jXllari7:cd incident wave, monostatic) 
Figure 9 . ReS of a flal plate with surface resistivity of 377 OlD (TM polarized incident 
wave, monostal ie) 
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The final tesL was La increase the resisLivity linearly 
from a ::0 :>,77 frol':'. the cel'.ter of the pla::e to the edges. 
':'his was done using L"le equation 
where x, andy, are ::he midpoil'.ts of triangle c. Equation (4 1) 
is for OJ. fial surface laying :'n the x-y plane, centered at the 
orig~n. The resulLs are sr.owr. in F:'gure 10. 
The next step was to look at a flat disk and a spherical 
cap with and without res':stivi::y to establish the accuracy of 
PO relative to MOM. The modcls uscd for a flat disk and a 
spherical cap are ShOW~l in figures 2 and :i, rcspect:vely. The 
resulLs for a fla:: disk 2.re shown in F':gures 11 Lhrough 13. 
Figure 11 is the ReS of a conduc:.ing disk, Figure 12 for a 
disk with constanl res:st':v':ty of 377 0/0, and Figure 13 is 
for a disk w':th resistivity given by equation (4.11. Figurcs 
11 through 16 are tLe resulls for a spherical cap. Figure 11 
shows the RCS for OJ. PEC cap, Figure l~ for constant 
resist':vity of 377 % across ::he cap, and F':gure 16 fcr 
linear resisLivi:.y llsing 
(4.2) 
where t, is the arclength from thc pol e to the center of 
triangle c ar.d, t.,,,,, is ::he total arclength :rorn l:'e pole to ~;le 
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Figure 10. ReS of a flat plate with surface resistivity given by equation (4.1)(TM polariz:cd 










~.MOM . LL=J 
Figure 11 ReS of a PEe flat disk (TM polarized incident wave, rnonostatic) 
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Theta in Degrees 
Figure I J . ReS of a flat disk with surface resistivity given by equation (4 .1) (TM polarized 
incident wave, mono static) 
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Figure 16, ReS of a spherical cap with surface resistivity given by t:quation (4 .2) (TM 
polarized incident wavt:, monostatic) 
B. Res SYNTHESIS 
The synthesis computer code is similar- to the program 
por:S ST wi t h changes to u t ilize DeS :o;amples rather t han 4> and 
8 _ The '--ncrement s du and dv we.::e calcula t ed so t hat N wOllld 
equa l the nwrber of triangles on the s'Jrface of the obj ect . 
A short program, NBOX, was used to insllre t his . After the 
number o f boxes and triangles were matched, t he program POTC02 
was llsed to calculate the field scat t ered from the object at 
t he required u and v points. The scattered field was then 
used in SYNTH t o calculate t he !"l'sistance on each triangle 
based on th e given field . Listings of all of t hese progr-arns 
are inc 1uded il1 the appendix . 
First, a f l at conducting pla t e was again used as a test 
For this calculation , N=80 , du=d\f'=O.2 . The synthesized 
resistivity was expected to be 0 DID across all triangles, aI"'.d 
t his was indeed the result . Nex t , the plate was given a 
CO:1s t ant resistivi t y of 377 DID. The ~ynthesized re~istlvity 
exac t l y ma tched the expected original va l Cles. Finally, the 
plate was given a l inear resistivi ty across t he t riangles. 
The syn thes ized resistivi t y "-'as within less than one percen t 
of t he expected resu l t. A comparisor. plot of the origina l 
resis t ivity and the synthesized 1.'0 ShOI>Tl in Figure 17 on t he 
follol>'1ng page. Note t hat adjacent triangle~ have d ifferent 
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Figure 17, Original resistivity compared with ~ynthesized resi~livity (flat plate, surface 
resistivity given by equation (4 .1 » 
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The fla t disk was nex t used t o calculate t he synthesized 
resist i v i t y. Fo:::.- this calculation, N= l S 6, du=dv=O .1'< 29 . vi i t h 
a constant resisL i vity o f 0 DID and 377 QIO, t he synt!'l.esized 
rcsi.slivity was wit:'lin o ne percent of the original value . 
This is s:'1own i n Figures 18 and 19 respectively . l1i th a 
lir.ear resistivity g1 yen by equation (1;.1 ) I the synlhesized 
resislivity was exactly the same as t he original resis tivity, 
as showf'. in Figure 20. 
Finally, res istivity synthesis was conducted for a 
sphe!.'"ical cap. ],"or this calculation, N"'156 , du=dv= O. 1429 . 
The synthesized :::.- esist i vities f or cases 0 OlD nnd 377 0 /0 
were within on e percent of th e original res ist ivit ies. This 
is shown in Figures 21 and 22 . The resul t s fo, v. linear 
~esistivity given by equation (4.2) wer e exactly the same as 
the original values. This is sho""'n in Figure 23 . 
In order to verify the synth e sized resistivity would 
yield t he correc t RCS , a comparison was made between lhe 
original RCS and t he syn thesized RCS. For all three 
geometries, 0 OlD , 3 "/7 DID, and linea, resistivity , the 
synthesized re::;istivitie::; were llsed in the MOM code to compute 
the ReS patterns. The results are shown in Figures 2 4 t hrough 
32 . The curves 1 alJeled Ori 9 are the PO ReS values used to 
initia t e t he synt:'1e ::;is. Those labeled Synth wer e obtained 
using the synthe::;ized ~csist ivity in L'1e MOM code, PATCH. 
These figures are essentiCl.lly duplic<ltes of Figures 8 th rou gh 
1 6 because the synthesized resistivity was almos t j dentica 1 to 
the starting vaJues . 
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Figure 20. Original resistivity compared with synthesized reSi8!ivity (tlat disk, surface 
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Figurc 23 . Original resistivity compared with synthesized resist ivity (sphcrical cap, surface 
resistivity given by equation (4 .2» 
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Figure 25 Original ReS compared with synthesized ReS (flat plate, 177 QID resistivity) 
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Theta in Degrees 
Figure 26. Original ReS compared with synthesized ReS (flat plate, surface resistivity given 
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Figure 27 Original ReS compared with synthesized ReS (fiat disk, 0 DIU resistivity) 
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Theta in Degrees 
Figure 28 Original RCS compared with synthesized RCS (nat disk, 377 OlD resistivity) 
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Figure 29, Original ReS compared with synthesized ReS (flat disk, surface resistivity given 
by equation (4.1» 
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Figwe 32. Original Res compared with synthesized ReS (spherical cap, surface resistivity 
given by equation (4.2» 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
l, procedure fo r synt hesizing the RCS of a target of kl'.o'...m 
shape has been presented. The equatiuns were derived for boc:il 
flac: and doub l y curved surfaces and demonstrated for 
:nonostatic, and pu.::-ely resis t ive surfaces. The equations were 
der i ved using the physica l optics Jpproximation and, 
therefore, traveling waves I·'ere neglec ted. Fur thermo re, 
mu l tiple reflections were neglected. 
The ReS of eac~ type of surface was first ca l culated 
us ing PO and then cumpared to MOM. Next, the RCS of each 
sur:~'ace was calculated in Des so the scattered fie l d could be 
samp l ed and used i!1 the synthesis equaticns. The synthes i s 
equations .. Jere the:l used to find the resistivi ty across the 
surface. Finally, the resistivity obtained from the synthesis 
procedure was used to reca l cu la te L"1e ReS and, therefere, 
demonstrated tha t t he .'3ynthesis procedu r e was accurate. The 
synthes~zed resistivities were in excel l ent agreemel'.t with lhe 
or i g ina l values in spi te of al l of the a pproximations . This 
is becallse the chosen r-es istivi ty d i stributions y i e l ded low 
RCS sidelobes and d i d not support traveling waves . Si.milarly, 
t he resistive surface tr-ansmits more of the i ncido:nt fie ld 
than it reflects. Therefore, mu l tiple r-eflections a!:e not 
important and can llsually be neslected in the sy:lthes i s ef low 
RCS patt.erns. 
A mo re rigorous solution could be obtained by us i ng the 
MOM as the lJasi.s of the synt!1esis equations. [Re f . 31 Thi s 
wou l d require solving exactl y for the current a long the 
surfilce as well as fur tb~ resistivity. Future work i n this 
ilr-ea should inc l ude a synthesis procedure based on MOM . 
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APPENDIX. COi\'1PUTER COllES 
This apper.dix conta i ns a l l c~ the computer codes used fer 
ca l culations in this thesis . ':'he code POT EST .M ca lcu l a !: es 
the Res of a surface with specif i ed res i stivity. T:'1e code 
POTC02.M ca J cu l ates t he Res of a s'..lrface in DeS . The code 
BUILD.V. generates the geometry of the surface . The cede 
FACT.M i s a :;;ubroutine used to calcu l ate the fac t oria l of a 
nwnbe r and is used with POTES T .M ar.d POTC02.M. The code GF .M 
is a :oubroutine used to ca l cula t e equation (3 . 28) and is used 
with POTES1'.M and POTC02 .M. The code RES . M is a subro<.ltine 
used in the ca l culation Qf l i near resistivi t y across a surfac-:c 
using equations (4.1) and (4.2) and is used with ~OTEST.V. and 
POTC02 . M. The code SYNTE.l<l reconstructs the r e sist i vity u s i nq 
the scattered field f!:"om l'OTCG2.M . The cede NBOX.M calculates 
the nUTflber of part i t i ons of DeS that are wi thin the visihle 
region for a given du{ =dv) . This was used t o ve!'ify t hat the 
number of known scattered field ?oints would be equal t o the 
number o f tr i angular suhsec t ions on L'le surface. The code 
POS . H ccmpares tile origina l ReS with t he syntl:.esized ReS. 
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% POTES:.M 
% PO scattering from triang les 
clear all 












cp"'cos (phr) ; sp" sin (phr) ; 





x =xp t s; 
y=yp ts; 
z "' zpts; 
%TM-z 
%TE-z 
title (' triangular model of the scattering surface') 
xlabel( 'x') 
y l abc l( 'y' } 
z l abc l (' z') 
f or i = l:nver t 




disp ( ' h it return to cont i nue calculat i on ' ) 
paus e 
% Def ine po::; ition vectors to vertices 
for i "" 1 :nver t ; 
r(i , : ) = [ x (i) y(i) z Ii) l; 
end 
%Use res.In program t o calculate resistivi ty 
% Get resi s tivity , edge vectors and normals from edge cross 
products 
for i=1 : ntria 
rs (1)=0 , 
% Resistivity func ticn for a f l a t surface 
%rs ( i ) = rs.s*sqrt (xm (iJ A2+ym (i) "2) /377; 
% Resist i vi ty fUnction for a doubly curved sur face 
%rs ( i)"'rss*arc(i) /377 ; 
A=r (vind(i,2) ,: l-r{vind{j , I) , :); 
B=r(vind(i, 3) ,; j - r(vind(i , l) , : ) ; 
C= r (vind(i, 3) ,; ) -r {vind(i, 2) ,: ) ; 
N(i, : ) = cross(A,B ) ; 
% check fo r proper direc tion of normal vec t or 
if N(i, 3) <0 
N (i, : ) = -N(l, :); 
end 
% Edge lengths for triang l e "i" 
d(i ,lj=norm(A) ; 
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d(i, 2)~I,orm(B); 
d(i ,3)~norm (C) ; 
ss ~. 5*sum(d(i,:); 
A!'ea(i)=s q rt (ss * (ss - d(i,l») * (ss-d(i,2) * (ss - d(i,3»); 
Nn'-r:orm(N(i,:»; 
N(i, :) =N(i, :) / Nn ; 
\l,transfor:n triangles in t o local coordinates 
x 1= [1 0 0]; 
yl = [O 1 0 ]; 
z l = [0 0 1]; 
end % end of triangle loo p 




i t =f loor ( (s top-s tart) / del) '+- 1 ; 
for i= l: i t 
theta (i) "'s tar t'+- (i-1) '" del; 
t hr=theta (i) * rad; 
st=sin (thr); ct=cos (thr) ; 
u=st*cp; v =st*sp; w=ct; 
up=c t* cp; vp=ct*sp ; wp=-st; 
% Spherical coordinate sys t em unit vectors 
R(i, : ) =[u v wl ; 
% Change Efield i n to global rec t angular coordinates 
strtraO, : ) = [s t"'cp c t *cp -sp]; 
strtra (2 , : ) = [ st*sp ct*sp c p J; 
strtra(3 ,: ) = [ct -s t 0 ) ; 
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5ei= ( 0 Et EpJ; 
ei=s tr-tr-a*5ei '; 
% COI"I"ect orientat i on for norma l after 90deg 
if t heta ( i ) == 91 
N=-N; 
end 
% Beg i n loop over triangles 
Slh"Ut = O; 
Sll.."UP=O ; 
for m=!: ntria 
t(m, : )=cross(zl,N(m,:)); 
beta (m) ""acos IN (m , 3) ) ; 
alpha (m) "' atan2 ( t (m, 2) , t (m, 1) +le-G) -pil2; 
% Test to see if front fa ce is i::'luminated 
ndotk=N(m, : ) *R(i,: ) ' ; 
if ndotr: >= 0 & iOag== O I iflag-=O 
~ translation .into loca l cocrdinates 
%fi rst rotate about 2 ax is 
tra1(1 ,:)=[cos la lpha (m)) s i n(alpha(m) ) 0) ; 
tral(2, :J=[-sin(alpha(mJ) cos{a lpha(m)) 0 ]; 
tral(3, : ) = [O 0 1 ]; 
% Rotation abou t yp axis 
tra2 (1, : ) = [cos (beta 1m )) 0 -sin (beta (m) ) 1 ; 
tl:a2( 2 , : )=[0 10 1; 
tra2(J, : ) = [ sin(beta(m)) 0 cos(betalm))]; 
Dl=tra l *R(i ,:1 ' ; 
D2=tra2*Dl; 
upp: D2 (1 ); 
vpp= 02 (21; 
wpp=02 (31; 
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% Find spherical angles in local ccor-dinates 
stpp=sqrt (upp"'2+vpp"'2) *sign(wppl; 
ctpp=sqr-t(1-s t pp"2) ; 
thpp=acos (ctpp); 
phipp=atan2 (vpp,upp+1e 10); 
% Phase at the ver-tices of triangle m; monostatic Res needs 
"2 " 
Dp=2*bk* ( (x (vind (m, 1) l - x (vintl{m, 3) l ) *u+. 
{y (vind (TIl, 1)) -y (vind (m, 3) ) ) *v+. 
(z (vind{m, 1)) -z (vind (m, 3))) *w); 
Dq= 2*bk* ( (x {vind (m, 2)) - x {vind (TIl, 3) )) *u+. 
{y {vind (m , 2) ) -y (vind (TIl, 3 ) J) *v+ . 
(z(vind(m,2)) -z(vind(m, 3)) )*w) ; 
Do= 2.*bk* (x (vind (m , 3) ) *Il+y {vind (m , 3) ) * v+ z {vind (m, 3) ) *w) ; 
~incident field in local rectangular coordinates 
eip=tr-a1*ei ; 
eipp=lra2*eip ; 
% tr-anslation of E-[ield into local sphcr-ical coordinates 
str t ra2 = [stpp *co s {phippJ ctpp*cos (phippJ -sin (phipp); 
stpp*sin (phipp) ctpp'*sin (phipp) cos (phipp) ; ctpp - stpp 01 ; 
epp =strtr-a2'" (- 1) *eipp; 
'lIRef l ect ion coefficients 
gampc=O; 
if (2 '* rs (TIl) +c lpp) -"'0 
gamp=l/ (2*rs (m) +ctpp); 
end 
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g amn= 11 (2 ';- rs (m) "cos (thpp) + 1 ) ; 
%Surface Currents 
Jxpp (i , m) = (epp (2)" gamp - epp (3) ~ gamn) ' ctpp" 2 ; 
J ypp ( i , m.)= ~epp(2) *gamp+epp (3) "'garrm) *ctpp ; 
% Area i n t eg r a l fa!:' general c a s!:' 
DD=Dq-Dp ; 
expDo =e x p( j "'Do) ; 
expDp=e xp ( j "'Dp) ; 
expDq= exp ( j " Dq) ; 
% Special Case 1 
i f abs(Dp) < Lt &. abs (Dq» "" Lt 
sic=O . ; 
for n"' O: Nt 
si c"'sic+ ( j ,;- Dp) " n l fact (n) • (- Col (n+ 1 ) +expDq ' (Co' gf (n , - Oq ) ) ) ; 
end 
I c (i , m) " s i c" 2' Area (m) • expOo/j IOq ; 
% Specia l Case 2 
elsei f abs (Dp) < Lt &. abs (Dg ) < Lt 
sic"' O. ; 
for 0=0: Nt 
for 00""0 :N t 
si c "'sic+ (j "Op) "n" (j " Dq ) "nn/fact (no+n +2 ) ·Co ; 
end 
end 
Ic ( i, m) "'sic· 2· Ar e a (m ) " expDo ; 
% Special Ca se 3 
elsei f a b s (Dp) >= Lt &. a b s 109) < Lt 
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sic=O. ; 
for n-O ;Nt 
sic=sic+ (j*Dg) An/ fact {nJ *Cu*gf (n+l, -Op)/ in+l); 
end 
Ie (i, ITt) =sie*2 *Area (m) * expDo* expDp; 
% Special Case <1 
elseif abs (Op) >= Lt & abs (Dg) >= Lt & abs (DO) < Lt 
sic= O. ; 
for n = O: Nt 
sic = sie+(j*DDJ An/fac'.: In) * (- Co*gf {n,Oq)+expDq*Col (n+l)); 
end 
Ie Ii, m) =sic*2 *Area (m) 'expDo/j IDq; 
else 
Ic (i, m) =2* Area 1m) *expOo* I expDp*C%p/oD-expOq*Col DojDD-Co/Op 
l oq) ; 
end % end of special 
test 
%Scattered fie ld in l ocal rectangular coordina t es 
Esxpp=Jxpp (i,m) ' le(i,m) i 
Esypp=Jypp (i, m) * Ie (i, m) ; 
Eszpp=O; 
%retrans l atio!l to global rectangular coordinates 
Espp (m, : ) = [Esxpp Esypp Eszpp 1 ; 
Esl=tra2A ( - 11 *Espp (m,:) '; 
Es = tral A ( - 11 *Esl; 
%retranslation to globa l spherical coordina t es 
%seipp (m, : 1 =strtra" ( - 1) *Es; 
seipp (1:'" 1) =0 ; 
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seipp (m , 2) = c t ~ cp ' Es (1) +ct* sp*Es (2) -s t, Es (3) ; 
s e ipp (m , 3) =-· sp~Es (1) + cp~Es (2) ; 
%s um over a ll tr iangles t o get scattered fie ld 
s umt=s umt +.seiflp (m, 2) ; 
sump=sump+seipp (m, 3); 
end %end of illumina t ion test: 
end %end of triang l e loop 
Eth""sumt ; 
5th(i)=lO 'loglO (4'pi'abs (Eth) "2+L e- lO) ; 
E!Jh=sump; 
Sph(i ) =1 0*loglO (4*pi~abs (Ephl "2+ 1 . e - lO) ; 
end 
5th ( : ) =ma x (S t h (: ) , -50); 
S!Jh( ; ) =ma x (Sph( : ) ,- 50) ; 
%plot rcs 
figure (2) 
plot (the ta, 5 t h , theta , Sph , ' - ' 1, grid 
ti tle ( ' solid : co-polariza tion das hed: cross-po larizat_ion ' ) 
x l abel (' mo r.ost a ti c ang l e , theta (deg) ' ) 
y l abel (' sigma/waY] "2 (dB) T) 
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'f, l'OTC02 . r-l 
% PO scattering from triangles 
clear all 
format 10:1g 
% illumination flag : = 0 e x ternal face only 
iflag= O; 





% lnci ndent wave polarization 
Et"'l+j*O ; 
Ep= O+j *0 ; 
% Wave a mpltidu e at all vertices 
Co= l . : 
build 
n tria"'- nfaces ; 
nvert =nvert s : 




%TE - z 
ti tIe (' triangular model of the scat t ering surface ' ) 
x label{ ' x ' } 
ylabel ( ' y ' ) 
zlabel ( ' z') 
for i = l : nvert 




disp ( ' hi t re tu rn to continue calculation ' ) 
pause 
% Define position vectors to vertices 
for i=l;nvert ; 
r( i ,:)=[x (j) y(l) z(i) j ; 
end 
~Use res.Tn program to calculat~ resist i vity 
%res 
% Ge t resistivity, edge vectors and norma l s from edge cross 
products 
for i=1 ;ntria 
rs ( i ) = 0; 
%resi s tivity for a plate 
%rs (i) = rss ' sqrt ( (xm (i) -.5) A2+ (yrn(i) - S) A2) /377 ; 
% resistivity for a d i sk 
%rs (i) =rss* sqrt (xm (i) A2tym (i) A2) /377 ; 
% resistivi ty for a cap 
%r s (il =rss*arc (i) /377; 
ac (il =1/ (2 * rs (i) +1 ) ; 
A= r(vind(i,2) ,: )-r(vind(i , 1 ) ,: ) ; 
B=r (vind(i, 3), :) -r (vind(i, 1) , :); 
C=r (vind(i, 3), : ) -r(v i nd(l, 2). : ) ; 
N (L : ) "'cross (A,B); 
% check for proper direct.i on of normal vector 
i fN(i,3)<O 
N[ i , : ) = - N (l , : ) ; 
end 
% Edge lengths for triangle "i" 





Area(i)=sqrt (ss· (ss-d(i, 1)) * (ss-d(i,2)) * [ss-d(i, 3))) ; 
Nn =no rm (N [i, :) ) ; 
N(i, :) =-N(i, :)/Nn; 
%transform triang les into loc«.l coordinates 
xl=[1 0 0]; 
yl=[O 1 0]; 
z:i= [0 0 1J; 
end 









%tes t to see if center of box is within visible region 
te st= ((u1+du/2) "2+ (vl-tdu/2) "2); 
if test<"'l 
k= k+1; 
phi=atan2 ((vl+du/2), (ul+du/2»); 
cp=cos (phi); sp=sin (phi) ; 
theta=as in(sqrt [test)); 
st =- sin{thcta); c t=cos (theta) ; 
% Center of box is used so u a nd v are redefjned usi ng center 
of % box 
u=st*cp; v'-"st*sp; w=ct; 
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up=ct*cp : vp=ct*sp; wp"' - st ; 
% Spherical coordinate system unit vectors 
R(it ,:) = [ u v w I ; 
% Change Efield into global rectangular coordinates 
strtra(1 ,:) = [st *cp ct*cp -sp J ; 
s tr tra(2 , : )=[st ' sp ct"sp cp ) : 
strtra{3, : ) = [ct -st OJ ; 
sei= [ 0 Et Ep); 
ei=strtra*sei ' ; 
% Begin loop over triangles 
for m=! : ntrla 
t (Ill, : ) =cross (zl , N(m,:)); 
beta (m) "'acos { N (m , 3) ) ; 
al p ha (m) =atan2 (t (m , 2), t (m , 1) +le-6) -piI2 ; 
Ie (k , rn)=O ; 
% Test to see if f ront face is illuminated 
ndotk=N(m, : ) ' R(lt , : ) ' ; 
if ndot k >'" 0 & iflag== O I Hlag-"'O 
%translat i on into local coordinates 
%first rotate about z axis 
tra!(l ,: l = [cos{alpha{m)) sin{alpha{m)} 0] ; 
tra!(2 ,: ) = [-sin(alpha{m)) cos(alpha{m)) OJ ; 
trat (3 , : ) = (0 0 1[ i 
% Rotati on about yp axis 
tra2(1 ,; )=[cos(beta(m)) 0 -sin{beta(m))) ; 
tra2 (2 ,; )"" [ 0 1 0 ]; 
tra2(3 ,; )=[ sin{beta{m)) 0 cos{beta{m))] ; 
Dl""tral*R{it ,; ) ' ; 
D2 "' tra2*D l ; 
upp"-D2 {ll ; 
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vpp"'D2 (2); 
wpp=D2 (3) ; 
% Find spherical angles in local coordinates 
stpp=sqrt (upp" 2+vpp"2) * sign (wpp) ; 
ctpp=sqrt ( l - stpp"2) ; 
thpp=acos (c t pp) ; 
phipp=atan2 (vpp,upp+le - 10); 
% Phase at t he t hree vertices of triang l e m; monostatic Res 
needs % "2" 
Dp=2*b k* I Ix (vind (m, I}) - x (vi nd (m, 3) ) ) *u~ . 
(y (vi nd (m, l)) -y (vind (m, 3) )) *v+ . 
(z(vind(m,l) ) -z (vind(m, 3)) )*w); 
Dq=2*bk* { Ix Ivind (m, 2)) -x (vind (m, J) ) ) *u+. 
(y {vind (m, 2)) -y (vind (m, 3) )) *v +. 
(z {vind (m, 2) ) -z {vind (m, J)) ) "w); 
Do=2* bk* (x (vind (m , 3) ) "ui y (vind (m, 3) ) *v+ z (v ind (m, 3) ) 'w) ; 
%inciden t field in local rectangular coordinates 
eip=t ral *ei; 
eipp=tra2 *eip ; 
% translation of E-field into local spherica l coordinates 
strtra2== [stpp"cos (phipp) ctpp*cos (phipp) -s in (phipp) ; 
stpp*sin (phipp) ctpp'sin Iphipp) cos (phippJ; ctpp - stpp OJ; 
epp=strtra2A (- 1) *eipp; 
% J\rea j ntegral for ge neral case 
DD==Dq-Dp ; 
expDo=cxp (j' Do) ; 
expDp=exp (j ' Dp) ; 
expDq=exp (j ' Dq) ; 
% Spec i a l Cas e 1 
if ab s (Dp) < Lt & abs (Dq) >= L t 
sic=O. ; 
for n= O:Nt 
sic=s i c + ( j 'Dp) An/fact (n )' (-Co/ (n+l ) +expDq' (C o ' gf (n, - Dq )) I ; 
end 
I c (k, ml =sic ' 2- Area (m) .. e xpDo/j / Dq; 
% Specia l Case 2 
elsei f abs(Dp) < Lt & abs(D q ) < Lt 
s .i c=O. ; 
f or n= O :N t 
for nn= O: Nt 
sic=s i c + (-j *Dp) An' ( j ' Dq) "nn/fact (nn+ n +2) ' Co ; 
end 
end 
Ie (k, m) =s ic' 2 ' Area (m) • expDo; 
% Spec i a l Case 3 
elseif abs (Dp ) >= Lt & abs (Dq) < Lt 
sic= O. ; 
for n= O :N t 
s i c "'s ic+ (j ' Dq) An/ fact (n) • Co · g f (n+ 1, -Dp) / (n+ 1) ; 
end 
Ic ( k, w ) "'sic ' 2-Area (w) .. e x pDo * expDp ; 
% Specia l Case iJ 
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elseif abs (Dp) >=- Lt & abs IDq) >"" Lt & abs (00) < Lt 
sic"" O. : 
for n "" O ;Nt 
sic+ (j*OO) An/fact (n) * (-Co*gf(n, Dq) +expOq*Co/ (n+1)) : 
end 
Ic (k, m) "" s i c* 2 *Area (m) * expDo/j /oq; 
else 
Ic (k, m) ""2 * Area (m) * expDo* (expDp * Co/Dp/DO-expOq*Co/ Dq/DD- Co/Dp 
/Dq) ; 
end 
% e nd of special cases t est 
end %end of illumination te s t 
e nd %end of t riangle loop 
%su::t ov e r all trian gles to get sca t t ered field 
Et l-! (i t) "" Ie (k, ;) * ac ' *Et: 
Eph(i t )=Ic(k,:) *ac'*Ep: 
% correction for rounding errors 
%Et.h2 (i t) ""round (Eth (i t.) * le4) ; 
%Eth (i t) =Eth2 (it) *1 e-4 ; 
end % end of test for visible region 
St.h(it) =- 10*10g1() (4*pi*abs (Eth (it) / (Et+1e - 10)) A2+1 e-10): 
5ph (il) "' 10*10g10 (4*pi *abs (Eph(it) I (Ep+ 1 e - lO)) "2+1.e- 10); 
end % end o f v loop 
end % end of u l oop 
5 t h( :)=-max(sth(:) ,-50); 
Sph (:) =max (Sph (:), - 50); 
St.h=Sth' ; 
Sph;Sph' ; 
%plo t rcs 
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u =-l : du: l -du ; 
v="-l : du : l - du ; 
T=ones (1 , 2/du ) ; 
nrow=2/du ; 
ncol=2/du : 
for k=l : ncol ; 
end 
k l=nrow * (k- l)+l ; 
k2=k l +nrow-l ; 
X2 ( : , k}"'( u( k) +du/2) *T '; 
Y2 ( :, k} = (du/2 . +v ) '; 
Z2( :, k) =Sth{k l k2) ; 
figure (2) 
orient tall 
surf (X2 , Y2 , Z2) 
view (- 25 , 55) 
co lormap(hotl 
x label{ ' u ' } 
ylabel{ ' v ' ) 
zlabel ( ' ReS in Db ' ) 
Eth=Eth' ; 
Eph""Eph ' ; 
rs=rs ' ; 
Eth r "' real (Eth) ; 
Ethi= imag (Eth) ; 
Ephr= r e al (Eph) ; 
Ephi=imag (Eph) ; 
lci.-imag ( I e) ; 
save Ethr.m Eth r -asc i i -doubl e 
save Ethi . m Et hi -ascii -double 
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save Eph"".T!l Ephr -ascii 
save Ephi.m Ephi -a.';cii 
SClVC l'o.m 1:"0 -ac;ci.L 
save Icr.tn Ic -ac;cii 
save Ici.Y.l lci -ascii 
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% BUILD .M 
% Progra m to r ead t ransposed "bu ildnS " data and plot i t i n 
MArLAR 
% node (x, y , z) coord i na t es 
% legend: 
loa d xpts . m 
load ypts .m 
l oad zpts . m 
n verts=length (xpts) ; 
% node c o nnection l i st 
load endl . l!: 
load e nd2.m 
nedges =length (endl) ; 
% fa c e connection l is t 
load nade l . m 
load nade2. m 
l oad n ode3 . ffi 
nfaces =leng t h (node3); 
% load v i nd array which g i ves t h e three nodes [ or e ach 
triangle 
for i= l :n [aces 
pts= [nodel (i ) llode 2 ( i ) node:; (i) 1; 
vindll ,: ) =pts ; 
end 
figu r e (1) 
% This sec t i on p l o t s a mesh 
if i cu r == O 
X=[ x~ts( vind(i , l ) I xpts(vind(i, 2)) xp ts (vind(l , Jl) 
xp ts (vind (i , 1)) 1; 
Y""[ypts(vind(i,l:) ypts(vind(i,2)) ypts(vind(i,3:1 
ypt.s(vind(i,l))]; 
Z-"[zpts(vind(':,l)) zpt.'3(vind(i,2)) zpts(vi!1d(i,3): 
zpts(vind(i,l))] ; 
plot3(X,Y,Z,'m') 
if i ='" 1 








% FACT . M 
% Subroutine for ca l culating the factorial o f a number 
function t = f a c t (m) 
f =1 ; 
if m>=1 
end 
for n = l : rn 
f'-'t * n ; 
end 
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% GF . M 
function gf~yf (n , w) 
end 
gf= (exp (j ~w) -1) I (j ·w) : 
if n>=O 
fo r m=l:n 




% Program tc Calculat e Resistivi t y on each Triangle \ls :ing il. 
% Linear Taper 
for n = l :nfaces 
xm(n)=(r (ma x (vind(n,:J), 1)+r iminivind(n ,:) ) (1 ) )/2; 
ym (n) = Ir (ma x (vind {n, : 1),2) +r {mi n Ivind (n, :) ) ,211/2; 
zm(n) =(r (max (vindln, : )), 3) +r (min(vi!1d (n, ; )),3:) /2; 
% vec t or to midpoin t of each triangle 
rrr,(!1, : )= [ xl'l{nj yro{n) zm(nl l ; 
% angle fro m z axis to midpoint vectO l:" 
if zm(n) -=0 
or..ega (n) =pi/2-acos (zm (n: / (sqrt (x::t{n) ~2+jIl"'. (n) "2) + 1e-8)) ; 
%arc l ength [rom z axis to mi dpoint of each t r iangle 
arc (n) "'Xl:'. (n) " 2..-ym (n) A2; 
end 
%arcleng th f rom z a x is to midpo i.nt if plate i s :-'lot !'lat 
dre In ) =omega :nl / (2~pi) ; 
end % e:1d of tri ar:.g le loop 
rss = 377/max (abs (a rc) ) ; 
€:1d 
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% SYNTH . M 
% Res i stivity Sy:1 t hes is -l-lonostatic 
c lear all 
fOrI;Jal long 
% illumination f l ag: = 0 external face on l y 
if lag=O ; 
Lt=.OO l ; 
Nt=2; 
wave=l ; 
bk<= 7:* p i/wave ; 
ra::l=p i /180; 
% Incindent wave polarization 
Et=l+j* O; 
Ep=O+ j "O; 
% Load resu l ts from potcos program 
load Ethr .m; 
load EthL m; 
Elhii=Ethi " i ; 
Eth=Elhr+Ethii ; 
load Ephr . m; 
l oad Ephi .m; 
Ephii=Ephi" i ; 
Eph=Ephr +Ephii; 
load rs . m; 
'f, Wave ampltidue a t a ll vertices 







%TE - z 
y = yp t.s; 
Z= 7.p t s ; 
t it1e {'tria:-;gu1ar model of the scatt er i ng surface'l 
x 1abe1('x') 
y 1 a be1('y') 
zlLlbe 1 (' z') 
fer i = l; nvert 
text (x (i) -max (xl /20, y ( i) -max (x) /20, z (i), num2str (i I) 
end 
held off 
disp('h l t re tu rn t o conti nue calculation') 
pause 
% label 
% De f i ne position vec to r!:: to ver t ices 
for i=l: overt, 
r(i, : ) =[ xU) y{i) z( i )J; 
!Cnd 
'l; Get edge v e c';;ors Lind :1ormals frorr. edge cross p r.oducts 
for i = l: ntria 
A=r (vi :-;d{i, 2 ),:) -r (vind (i, 11,:); 
B=r (vi:-;d (i, 31, : )-r(v i nc (i, 1 ), : ); 
C= r: (vind (j,:-I), : I-r (vind( i ,2),:); 
N(i, :) =cross(A,BI; 
% check for proper direction o f norm<ll vector 
jf N(i,3)<O 
N (i, :) = - N(i,:) ; 
end 
% Edge l engths f or triLingle "i" 
d( i , l) =rlOrm{A); 
d(i,2) =norm (B) ; 
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c!(i,3) =no rm(C); 
ss=.S"sum~c!(i, : )) ; 
Area(i)=sqr t (ss* (ss-c!(i , I)) * (ss-d(i , 21) " (ss-d(i , 3))); 
Nn=norm(N(i,:)1; 
N(i, :) "'N(i, : )/Nn; 
%transforr:t tri angles i:lto local coordina t es 
xl=[l 0 0]; 
yl=[O I 0] ; 
zl= [0 0 1]; 
eEd 
% Pattcr-n Loop 
it""O ; 
k=O; 
loac! du . m; 
for ul=-l :du l-eu 
for vl=- l :du; I - du; 
i::~it+l ; 
%t est to see if cer. t er of box is within visible region 
test ..., ((ul+eu/2) ~2+ (vl+du/2) ~2) ; 
if test<=1 
k= k+l; 
phi=atan2 ((vl +du/2), (ul +du/2)); 
cp=cos (phi) ; sp=sin (phi 1 ; 
theta=asi:'l(sqrt (test)); 
st=sin (theta) : ct=cos (theta); 
% Center of box is used so u and v are redefined using center 
of 't box 
u(k) = st"cp; v( k ) =st*sp; w=ct; 
up=ct*cp; vp"'ct* sp; wp=-st : 
% Spherical coordinate sys t em ur.i:: vectors 
R(it,:)=[Cl(k ) vlk) '" l ; 
% Change ;;:fl e ld i n to global rectangu lar. coord i n a t e s 
5trtra(1 , : ) =[ st ~ cp c t' cp -sp ] ; 
str!:ra(2 ,: ) "'"' [s t *sp ct-sp cpl; 
str t ra( 3,; ) =[ ct -st 0) ; 
sei= [C Et Ep] ; 
e l =strtra*sei ' ; 
% Begin loop over triangles 
sumt =O; 
sump"' O; 
for rn=1: ntria 
t (m, : I = r:r055 (zl , N In, : ) ) ; 
beta (m) = acos IN (m, 3) ) ; 
a lp],a (m) =a t an2 It (m, 2) I t (m, 1) + l e-6) -pi/2 ; 
% Test: to see if fron t face is il l uminated 
n dotk=N (m,: ) *R(i t ,: ) '; 
if ndalk >= 0 & iflag"'~ O I iflag-"'O 
%l ranslatiQ n i nto local coordinates 
't fl rst rotate about z ax i s 
t ral(1, : )= [cos(a l pha(m)) sin(alpha(m)) OJ ; 
tral(2 ,: )= [ - sin(alpha(m)) cos[alpha(nl) 01; 
t r3.1(3,:)=- [ 0 0 1]; 
% Rotation abollt yp axis 
tra2(1,:) = [cos (betalm)1 0 - sin(beta(:a))); 
tra2(2,:)=[O 1 OJ ; 
tra.2 (3 , : ) = [ sin (beta (m)) 0 cos (beta (m)) 1 ; 
Dl=t ral ' R(it, : )'; 
D2=trCl2 * Dl ; 
upp=D2 ( 1 ); 
vpp= D2 (2]; 
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wpp""D2 (3); 
% Find spherical angles in local coordina t es 
stpp=sq!'t [uppA2+vpp"2)" sign [wpp) ; 
c t pp"'sqr t Il~stpp"2); 
t hpp=acos (c t pp) i 
phipp=atan2 (vpp,upp+le~lO); 
% Phase at the three ve!'tices of t.riangle m; monos t at i c Res 
needs % " 2 " 
Dp=2 ~bk· [Ix (vind(rn, l)} ~x (vindlm, 3)})·u ( k ) +. 
(y (vind (m , 1) ) -y (vind 1m, 3) ) ) *v (k) + . 
(z Ivind {m, l}} -z (vind(m, 3») *w ); 
Dq=2 ~bk ' ( (x (vind (m, 2» -x [vind 1m, 3» ) *u ( k }';- .. 
{y {vind (m, 2) ) - y (vind (w, 3) ) )·v (k) + . 
Iz (vind(m , 2» ~Z (vind (m, 3))) ' w) i 
Do=2*bk* Ix (vind [m, 3) 1 · u (k) +y (vind (m, 3) 1 *v (k) +z Ivind 1m, 3) ) *w) ; 
%incident fie l d in local rectangu l ar coordinates 
eip=tral * ei; 
% translation of E~field into local spherical coordinates 
strtra 2= [ stpp*cos (phipp) ctpp*cos (phipp) ~ sin (phipp) ; 
stpy*sin Iphjpp) ctpp* sin (ph i pp) cos (phippJ; ctpp -s t pp 0 ) ; 
epp=s t rtra2" (-1) *eipp; 
% Area i ntegral for general case 
DD= Dq- Dp; 
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expDo=exp (j 'Co) ; 
expDp=exp(j*Cp) ; 
cxpDq=f'xp (j * Cq) ; 
Ca"f' 1 
if a~:; (L;p) < l,t & <'.:'"15 iDl) >= L L 
sic..:"-O. ; 
fer n=:l:Nt 
sic=sic..:+ (ixDpJ AIli iac..:L (n) *: ee/ In+1) +cxpCq* (Co*g1 (r: -:::Jq): 
C!lJ 
T c (k,:n) -" i c~ 2 x Area (m) * cxpDo/j iCq; 
% Specj 0.1 Case' ;,: 
e.isei~ abs (Dp: < :.t & abs (Dq} < l,t 
:;ie={). ; 
for :1=() :Xt 
fo.::- :1L=O :Nt 
s::"c=s i c..:+ ( ] * lip ) ":1* : l ~ Dq) ":mi ::-ac..:L (nn+:l+2) * Co; 
end 
lc (k, m) =sic* 2 * Arec:. (m) 'exp])o: 
'i.e Spec ial c.:ase 3 
elseif abs (lip) >= l,t & a:r~s (eq} < l,t 
sic=O .. 
fo Y n- O:Nt 
An/ fact: n) "Co* gf (n+ =-, -Dp) / .: n+ 11 ; 
end 
:c (k,m) =:o i <:;:* 2 x Area (::l) *exp~o* explip; 
II, Special 
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e l seif abs (Dp) >= Lt & abs (Dq) >= Lt & abs (OD) < Lt 
sic=O. ; 
for n = O:Nt 
~ic = sic+ (j*DD) ~n/fact (nl * {~Co * gf (n, Oq) +expDq*Col (n+1 )); 
end 
Ic (k, m) "sic' 2*Area (m) .. expOo/j 109; 
else 
Tc (k,m) = 2*Area (m) *expDo* (expDp*Co/op/DD-expDq*Co/Dq/DD-Co/Dp 
loq) ; 
end 
~ end of special cases test 
end %end of illumination test 
end %end of triangle loop 
Eth2 (k) =Et h(it); 
end % end of test for visible region 
end % end of v loop 
end % end of u loop 
ac=pinv (Ic) *Eth2 ' ; 
for k=l: ntria 
if imag(ac(k) )<=.0001 
ac (kl =real (ac (k)); 
end 
sr (k) '" (l/ac (k) -1) * .5; 
% correct round-off 
s (k) =round (sr (k) *le4) ; 
sr (k) "'s (k) *le ~ 4; 
end 




title ( ' Comparison of Original and synthesized Resistivity ' ) 
x label ( ' Triangle Number ' ) 
ylabel ( ' Normalized Resistivity ' ) 
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% POTESS . H 
% PO sca tteri ng from t riangles 
clear a ll 
% i l l umination f l ag : =0 e xternal f ace on l y 
iflag=l ; 
Lt = .OO l; 
Nt"' 2; 
wave=l ; 
b k=2 *pi/wave ; 
rad=pi/l8C ; 
% In<:inden t wave polarization 
Et= l+j*O ; 
Ep=O+ j~ O; 
phi= O; 
phr=phi*rad; 
cp=c:os (p h r) ; sp=sin (phr) ; 
% Wave amp l tidue a t al l vertices 
Cc= l . ; 
build 
n t ri a =nfaces; 
nvert =nver t s; 
x=xp t s ; 
y=ypt s ; 
z = zpts; 
%T!-1- z 
%TE - z 
ti t le ( ' triangular model of t.he scat t ering surface ' ) 
xlabel ( ' x ' ) 
ylacel('y ' ) 
zlabel( ' z ' ) 
for i =l : nver t 




disp ('hi t return to continue calcll'--atior:.') 
pause 
'Ii Define position vectors III verlices 
for i=1:nvcrt; 
r(i,:)=[x(i) Vii) z(i)]: 
end 





% 0 resistivity 
9. 377 ohm/sq resistivi ty 
% linear resistivity 
% edge vectors cmd normals from edge cross prod~Jcts 
for i=l: ntria 
A=r (vind(i, 2), :) -r(vind(i, 1),:); 
B=r (vind (i, 3), :) -r(vind(i, 1), :); 
C=r (vind (i,3),;) -r(vind(i,2), :); 
N(i,:)~cross(A,B); 




% Edge lengths for triangle "i" 
d{i,l)=norm(Aj: 
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d(i , 2)""norm(B) ; 
d(i,3)""norm(C) ; 
ss"". 5*sum(d(i ,: )); 
Area (i) o=sqr t (ss* (ss-d (i , 1) ) * (ss - d(i , 2)) * (ss-d (i, 3) ) ) ; 
Nn""norm(N(i ,: )) ; 
N(i, : ) =N (i, : ) INn; 
%transfo.::.-m triangles into local coordinates 
xl=[l 0 0] ; 
yl'" [0 1 0]; 
zl = [0 0 1] ; 
e r.d 
% Pa t tern Loop 
start=O; 
s t op""'180; 
de l =l; 
i t=Iloor ( (stop-start) I del) + 1; 
for i = l : it 
theta (i) ""start+ (i - 1) *del ; 
thr=theta (i) * rad ; 
s t =sin ( t hr); ct=cos (t hr) ; 
u =st*cp; v =st*sp ; w=ct ; 
up""c t *cp ; vp=ct*sp ; wp=- st ; 
% spherical coordinate system unit v e c t ors 
R(i, : ) = [uvw] ; 
% Char'.ge Efield into g l obal .::.-ectangular coo.::.-dinates 
str t ra (l , :) = [s t "'cp c t "'cp - spj ; 
strtra(2, : ) = [st *sp ct *sp cp J ; 
strtra(3 ,: ) ; [ct - st 0]; 
sei=[O Et Ep ) ; 
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ei=s t rtra*sei' ; 
% correct o r ientat i on for norma l after 90o.cg 
if the ta ( i )== 91 
N=- N; 
end 
% Begi n l oop over triang les 
sllmt= O; 
sump= o ; 
f er rr.=l :ntr ia 
t (m, : ) =C::055 (7.1, N (m, ; ) ) ; 
be t a (:u) '""'3C QS (N (lU, 3) ) ; 
alpha (TIl) = a t an2 (t (m, 2), :' 1m, 1) ~ Ie 6) - pi/2 ; 
% Test to sec if fr-ont f a ce is i lluminaled 
n d ot k "'N (m,:) *R( i ,; ) '; 
if ndotk >= () & iflag ==O I iflag~= () 
%translation into l oca l coordinates 
%f i r s t ro t a t e about z axis 
t ral(l,:) = [cos(alph a( m) ) sin{alpha(m)) 0]; 
tral(2,:)=[-sin(a l pha(m)) cos (alp~alm) ) 0]; 
tral (3 , : ) =- [ 0 () 1 ]; 
% Rotation about yp axis 
t ra2(l ,: ) = [cos(betalml) 0 -sin(beta(m})j; 
tra2(2,:)=[O 1 0]; 
tra2(3 , : := [ sin (beta (m)) 0 cos (bota 1m)) 1 ; 
Dl = t ral*R (i,:) ' ; 
D2 = t ra2 "Dl; 
upp= D2 (1 ); 
vpp"'D2 (2) ; 
l<.'pp=D2 ( 3 ) ; 
% Find spherical ang les in local coordina t es 
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stpp=sqrt (upp~2+vpp~2) *sign (wpp); 
ctpp=sqrt (l-stpp~21; 
thPP""ilCOS (ctpp) ; 
phipp=atan2 (vpp,upp+1e-10); 
% Phase at the thr-ee vertices of triangle m; mcnostatic Res 
needs % "2" 
Dp=2~ bk~ ( (x Ivind 11'1,1) ) -x (vind 1m, 3) ) ) *u+. 
(y (vind 1m, 1) ) -y Ivind [m, 3) ) ) *v+. 
[z (vind (m, 1)) -z Ivind(m, 3))1 *w); 
Dq=2*bk* (Ix Ivind (m, 2) ) -x Ivind (m, 3) ) ) *u+ .. 
(y (vind(m, 2)) -ylvind [m, 3))) *v+ .. 
(zlvind(m,2) )-z (vindlm,3 ))) *w ); 
Do"-';'*bk* Ix (vind 1m, 3) ) * u+y Ivind 1m, 3) ) • v+ z Ivind 1m, 3) ) *w) ; 
%incident field in local rectangular coor-dinates 
eip=tral *ei; 
eipp=tra2*eip; 
% translation of E-field into local spherica l coordinates 
strtra2= [stpp*cos (phipp) ctpp"cos (phipp) -sin (phipp); 
stpp' sin Iphipp) ctpp~sin [phipp) cos Ip~rlipp) ; ctpp -stpp 0]; 
epp=strtra2" I-I) *eipp; 
iReflection coefficients 
gamp=O; 
if [2* rs 1m) +ctpp) -=0 
gamp=l/ 12*rs [m) +ctpp); 
end 
gamn=l/ 12 * rs [m) ~cos I thpp) + 1) ; 
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Jxpp (i, rr.) '= : cpp ': 2) *gaIl\p-cq~ (3;' *ganul} "ctppA 2; 
J',9P ('--, ::';) = (epp ::2) *giln\p+8q~ (3) *qilnm: "ctpp; 





1; Cipecia1 Ca."e 1 
if ubs < L -~ & ab" (Dg) >- L t 
%disp (' e.:d:;e ~'J 
icase (1, m) =1; 
sic-O _; 
for n=O;Nl 
sic=sic+ (j'Dp) ~:l/ f acL (r:)' (-Co/ (n"-l: +expDq' 
end 
Ie.: (i, Ill) =sic" 2 "Area (m: .. expDc/-i /Oq; 
% special 
e1:;cif d~;; :Cp) < LL & all:; IDg) <. L L 
%d'--:;p('case 2') 
iCuS8 :i,m) }; 
sic=() .. 
for r.=lJ :NL 
for 1:r:" C: Nt 
31 c'"'s:'J:+ (j' Dp) (j'Dq: Ann/ fact (en-:1- /') "CO; 
cI:d 
Ic Ii, m: =s':'c+ 2~]\.rea :m: * expDo: 
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(ll, -Dq)) J; 
% Special Case 3 
elsei f abs (Dp) >= Lt & abs (Oq) < Lt 
%disp ( ' ease 3' ) 
iease(i,m) "" 3; 
sic""O . ; 
for n = O:Nt 
.sic""sir.;+ (j" Oq) Ani fact (n 1 *Co"gf (n+ 1, -Dp) I (0+1) ; 
end 
I e (i, m ) =sic' 2' Area (m) * expDo ~expOp ; 
% Special Case <1 
clseif abs lOp) >= Lt & abs 109) >= Lt & abs [DD) < Lt 
%disp( ' case 4') 
icase(i,m)=4; 
sir.;=O . ; 
for n = O :Nt 
sic"" sic+ (j *DO) An /fact (n) * ( - Co*gf (n, Oq) +expOq"Co/ (0+1) ); 
end 
Ir.; (i, m) =sic*2*l\rca (m) *expDo/j 109; 
else 
icase (i,m)=O; 
Ic (i , m) =2' Area (m) ~expOo* (expDp *Co/Op/DD- expDq· Co/Oq/OD- Co/Dp 
109) ; 
end 
% end of special cases test 
%Scattered field in local rectangular coordinates 
r:sxpp=.Txpp (i, ml *Ic (i ,m) ; 
Esypp"" .Typp (i, m) "Ic (i, m) i 
F.szpp= O; 
%re trans laticn to global recta n gu l ar coordinates 
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E~pp (IT., :) = lEsxf.p 
E~1=::ril2" 1-1) ~Espp 1m, ., 
r.:s=tra1" (-1) *Es:"; 
%relrc.Ilsliltion ::0 glocil1 s.',Jll!:'L" cd1 coo.::d:'-niltes 
~seipp (m, : ) =slr:...ra" 1-1 )kEs; 
.c;eipplm,l)=O; 
seipp 1m, 2) =c::*cp*Es 11) +cl * 5p~:;:S 12) -sl ~Es (3) ; 
sei pp 1m, .l) =-sp*Es (:..) +cp*Es 12) ; 
%s·.ID\ over al:" lriar:glcs to get sC3.::tered t:::'e:"d 
.c;umt=sumt+seipp (IT., 2) ; 
sump~sump+:;;(:'ipp (IT., 3); 
end %end 0:: ill·.ID\i:la::lo:l :-.est. 
Rr.d %end of tria:lg:"e loop 
r.:th=sC:IT.::; 
Sth Ii) =10*log10: 4*pi*ubs (EL:!) "2.,.1. e 10); 
I::pr.=suIT.p; 
Sph (i) =10* 10gl 0 14 "~i * db:; (E~h) "2+ 1. c 10); 
e:ld 
Sth (: I "'max (5th (:", -50); 






plot Itl:ela, rcsl, lhela, SL:l,' -'), grid 
t.i t.le (' solio:originul dashed: synt.he~ized' I 
x~abel ('mor.ostatic ar.qle, :...lu..'la (dcg)') 
1'1 abel (' sigr.-.G./v;av1 "2 (dB)') 
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